PRESS RELEASE

A Workshop on Assessment of Police Training Facilities was organized by the Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D) on 2nd of August, 2019, at the BPR&D Hqrs., Mahipalpur, New Delhi, under the chairmanship of Ms. Anupama Nilekar Chandra, IPS, Director (Trg.), BPR&D.

2. The objectives of the workshop were as follows:
   (i) Assessment of Police Training Facilities
   (ii) National and State Police Training Policy
   (iii) Directory of Indian Police Training Institutions - (DIPTI)
   (iv) Union Home Minister's Medal & Trophy
   (v) MDP, VIC & DSI and
   (vi) Women's Safety related Training Course

3. The workshop was attended by 56 delegates from States/ UTs and CAPFs/ CPOs who were officers of the ranks of ISG to Sls. Meeting was inaugurated by Director (Trg.) with welcome address and thereby followed by brief presentations by Shri. Sudhir Kumar DIG (Trg) and Shri. Vandan Saxena, DIG (Trg.), BPR&D.

4. The presentations were followed by an Open Discussion and deliberations with delegates and they shared their suggestions/ view on various training related issues with Director (Trg.), BPR&D and officers of Training Division of BPR&D.

5. The workshop provided an opportunity to share the best practices, ideas and suggestions for better coordination and communication.
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